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It can also be understood as an outline of your business idea, your objectives or what you want to achieve with
the business and how you plan to achieve these objectives. You can base this on your final cash flow see pg
Here's how to get the most out of a sample plan: Choose a sample plan from a similar type of company You
don't need to find a sample business plan that's an exact fit for your business. Are they individuals or
businesses? Where are they located? Top Sections. Value proposition, or competitive advantage Key success
factors Financial highlights and capital requirements Mission A social enterprise of a nonprofit organization
may contribute directly to achieving mission; may be complementary or supportive of mission; or may be
unrelated to mission with primarily financial goals. Do you have any specific training or qualifications that are
relevant to the social enterprise proposition? Either to delivering your social aims or making money.
Wholesale and Distributor 20 How to use sample business plans to help you write your own How do you
know what elements need to be included in your business plan, especially if you've never written one before?
Or, create your own custom business plan easily with LivePlan. Your research can be supported by: o
Information from business libraries o Information from the Internet. Either way, tracking your progress
compared to your plan can help you adjust quickly when you identify challenges and opportunitiesâ€”it's one
of the most powerful things you can do to grow your business. Brief description of the nonprofit, including
context and programs How the business venture will be structured in the organization Legal structure and
governance Boards, advisory committees, reporting Market Analysis The market analysis is the heart of the
business plan and is too often inadequately explored when planning a social enterprise. Looking at a sample
plan's financials section can be helpful because you can see what should be included, but take them with a
grain of salt. A good business plan is one that will serve as a guide or reference point throughout the life of
your business. It should include a minimum of the following information; capital investment including grants
and loans , sales, expenditure, profit 2. Now that you know how to use a sample business plan to help you
write a plan for your business, it's time to find the right one. Have you done a questionnaire? If you're looking
for more resources to help you get started, this guide on how to write a business plan is a good place to start. It
should also make it easier to share your vision and strategy so everyone on your team is on the same page.
Have you attended industry events or contacted relevant associations and unions? Don't assume that financial
projections for a sample company will fit your own small business.


